What to Know About Handling Intellectual Property Licenses During Bankruptcy

Description: This lesson and experts, Lynn Harrison (Partner - Curtis, Mallet-Prevost, Colt & Mosle LLP) and Eric Stenshoel (Counsel - Curtis, Mallet-Prevost, Colt & Mosle LLP), examine the effects of bankruptcy on IP licenses.

In this 50-minute session, you will learn:

- A comprehensive breakdown of the two fundamental interests in IP licensing contracts: licensee's business and licensor's control and how to negotiate terms that satisfy all parties with regards to duration, exclusivity, transferability, territory, and royalty payments
- What the latest and most relevant regulations and case laws dictating IP controls during bankruptcy settlements are and how they impact protection of creditors and executory contracts
- How to create contracts that protect your clients from the potential IP complications of bankruptcy by considering security interests and royalty payment structures for licensees and including continuing obligations and exclusivity rights for licensors
- A case study of a complex bankruptcy case involving structurally complex, international organizations and distinct, overseas court systems that will help you understand all of the intricacies of disposition and IP rights
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